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In a second-best optimal growth setup with only factor taxes, it is in general optimal to13

fully replace capital by labor income taxation in the long run. We revisit this important14

issue by developing a human-capital-based endogenous growth model with frictional15

labor search, allowing each firm to create multiple vacancies and each worker to16

determine market participation. We find that the conventional efficient bargaining17

condition is necessary but not sufficient for achieving constrained social optimality.18

We then conduct tax incidence exercises in balanced growth by calibrating to the U.S.19

economy with a preexisting 20% flat tax on capital and labor income. Our quantitative20

results suggest that, due to a dominant channel via the interactions between vacancy21

creation and market participation, it is optimal to switch only partially from capital to22

labor taxation in a benchmark economy where human-capital formation depends on both23

physical and human-capital stocks. This main finding is robust even along the transition24

with time-varying factor tax rates. Moreover, our quantitative analysis under alternative25

setups suggests that while endogenous human capital and labor-market frictions are26

essential for obtaining a positive optimal capital tax, endogenous leisure, nonlinear27

human-capital accumulation and endogenous growth are not crucial.28
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1. INTRODUCTION31

Since the pivotal work by Chamley (1985a,b, 1986) and Judd (1985, 1987), a large32

body of literature has been devoted to studying long-run tax incidence in opti-33

mal growth models to identify the optimal factor tax mix in a second-best world34

where full access to the lump-sum tax is unavailable. Because labor endowment is35

fixed but capital can be accumulated over time, Chamley and Judd recommended36

that the optimal flat factor tax scheme be implemented to fully eliminate the37

tax on the more elastic physical capital and to impose a tax only on the inelas-38

tic raw labor in the long run. This Chamley–Judd proposition has been revisited39

and extended to various economic environments and the general conclusion has40

been fairly robust under a benevolent nonproductive central planner using flat-rate41

factor taxes without other meanings of financing.42

About three decades ago, the celebrated work by Lucas (1988) provided a43

compelling argument that human capital is a primary engine of the endoge-44

nously determined economy-wide growth rate. Because human capital augments45

labor, an immediate question arises: Would it be welfare-reducing to tax labor46

in a human-capital-based endogenous growth framework? Two years later, Lucas47

(1990) himself addressed this question based on tax incidence exercises and pro-48

vided a policy recommendation that neither physical nor human capital should be49

taxed and that only raw labor should be taxed. His policy recommendation has50

hardly been challenged within the canonical balanced-growth framework with51

a benevolent nonproductive central planner using only flat-rate factor taxes to52

finance.53

In this paper, we follow this convention by reexamining the validity of the54

Lucasian policy recommendation in a generalized human-capital-based endoge-55

nous growth economy with individuals endogenously participating in the fric-56

tional labor market. It was well-documented in the celebrated work on labor57

search pioneered by Diamond (1982a), Mortensen (1982), and Pissarides (1984)58

that informational and institutional barriers to job search, employee recruiting,59

and vacancy creation were substantial. In our paper, we inquire whether such fric-60

tions may influence individual decisions to generate sufficient “responsiveness”61

in the long run to a tax on labor income such that labor taxation becomes too62

distortionary to be used to fully replace capital taxation.63

Our paper attempts to address this important issue that has practically valu-64

able implications for tax reform considerations. Intuitively, by introducing labor65

search and matching friction, there are two types of distortions. First, there are66

matching externalities that arise from the fact that one additional job seeker exter-67

nally increases the probability that a firm will match with a worker but externally68

decreases the probability that job seekers already in the market will match with69

a firm.1 Second, a successful match generates a surplus to be split between the70

worker and the firm based on a wage bargaining process rather than on a Walrasian71

process. The split of the surplus from a successful match is in general not efficient72

because firms and households ignore that the rate at which each side finds a job73
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match depends on the tightness of the labor market, that is, the relative number74

of traders on both sides of the market. A positive capital tax can then be used to75

correct for distortions to labor-market tightness.76

Specifically, we construct a two-sector human-capital-based endogenous77

growth framework with labor-market search and matching frictions in which the78

worker’s market participation is tied to the household’s valuation of leisure. We79

assume that vacancy creation and maintenance as well as job search are all costly80

and that unfilled vacancies and active job seekers are brought together by a match-81

ing technology exhibiting constant returns. We consider “large” firms and “large”82

households where each firm creates and maintains multiple vacancies and each83

household contains a continuum of members comprising employed and nonem-84

ployed workers. The wage rate (in efficiency units) is determined based on a85

cooperative bargain between the matched firm and household pair. A benevolent86

fiscal authority finances direct transfers to households and unemployment com-87

pensation only by way of taxing factor incomes and maximizes social welfare88

given labor-market frictions. Notably, labor-market frictions affect human-capital89

accumulation, which is an important engine of sustainable growth. Thus, an90

endogenous growth model is a proper framework to evaluate the long-run effects91

of capital and labor income taxes and their welfare consequences.92

Following the conventional tax incidence literature cited above, we begin with93

a long-run analysis examining the optimal factor tax mix along a balanced-growth94

path (BGP). We generalize the benchmark study in various ways. First, we rec-95

ognize that a full analysis of Ramsey taxation requires managing not only the96

dynamic interactions of the evolution of physical/human capital and employment97

(which is a state variable in search models) but also changes in household and firm98

values and dynamic wage bargaining. To circumvent such complication, we pro-99

pose a dynamic tax incidence analysis under a BGP value of consumption with100

stationary matching and stationary bargaining. Second, we consider an alterna-101

tive government instrument, in particular, the replacement ratio of unemployment102

compensation. In this case, we examine the optimal mix of the replacement ratio103

and the labor tax under the benchmark setting. Third, we reevaluate the bench-104

mark finding by removing the channel through the labor-leisure tradeoff. Fourth,105

in the benchmark setup, we consider a general two-sector framework as proposed106

by Bond, Wang and Yip (1996) in which the accumulation of physical and human107

capital are both driven by physical and human-capital stocks. We also consider108

an alternative setup with a Lucasian human-capital accumulation process which109

is independent of physical capital.110

We calibrate our economy to fit observations in the U.S. over the post-WWII111

period, with a preexisting 20% tax rate being levied on both capital and labor112

income. This enables us to conduct tax incidence exercises along the BGP, and to113

draw policy recommendations based on a revenue-neutral welfare comparison of114

factor taxes.115

Our main findings can be summarized as follows. We show that while the116

capital tax lowers the bargained wage rate (in efficiency units), the labor tax117
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increases it. However, these factor taxes can generate very different effects on118

the wage discount that measures how much our equilibrium wage in the presence119

of labor-market search and matching frictions is below the competitive counter-120

part in a frictionless Walrasian setup. Specifically, if the capital tax rate is initially121

too low (lower than its optimum), then an increase in the capital income tax rate122

accompanied by a revenue-neutral reduction in the labor tax turns out to raise123

the wage discount and to encourage firms to create more vacancies. This in turn124

raises the job finding rate and hence induces workers to more actively participate125

in the labor market to seek employment. Because this leads to positive effects on126

employment and output growth, a shift from a zero to a positive capital tax rate127

becomes welfare-improving, thereby yielding a policy recommendation different128

from that of Chamley–Judd–Lucas. Moreover, we show that the conventional effi-129

cient bargaining condition is necessary but not sufficient for achieving constrained130

social optimality. In addition to conventional efficient bargaining and restrictions131

on firms discounting at the market rate and valuing capital the same as households,132

efficiency requires that distorted preexisting taxes and subsidies be removed and133

that the wage discount be at an optimal level aligning labor-leisure-consumption134

trade-off atemporally and intertemporally in our endogenously growing economy135

with labor search frictions.136

By conducting factor tax incidence exercises in our benchmark economy cal-137

ibrated to U.S. data, we find that, in the benchmark case with factor taxes138

at preexisting rates of (20%, 20%), it is optimal to only partially replace the139

capital tax by the labor tax: the optimal flat tax rates on capital and labor140

income are 16.11% and 24.09%, respectively. Since the above-mentioned vacancy141

creation-market participation channel in the presence of labor-market frictions142

is quantitatively significant, the optimal capital tax rate is significantly greater143

than zero. As a consequence, such a reform induces a 0.0389% welfare gain144

in consumption equivalence whereas setting the capital tax rate to zero would145

lead to a large welfare loss of 0.6490% in consumption equivalence. Upon var-146

ious sensitivity and robustness checks, we find that it is hardly optimal to fully147

replace capital by labor taxation within all reasonable ranges of parameterization148

so long as labor-search and vacancy-creation frictions are present. The conclusion149

remains even when we remove the labor-leisure trade-off, or use the [Lucas (1988,150

1990)] human-capital accumulation process, or consider exogenous growth with151

endogenous human-capital accumulation. In all cases, the optimal capital tax rate152

is still positive. On the contrary, with exogenous human capital or with a friction-153

less labor market, it is always optimal to fully eliminate capital taxation by taxing154

only labor income.155

The Chamley–Judd proposition of zero capital taxation is obtained in a156

Walrasian economy without endogenous human-capital accumulation. By allow-157

ing human capital to be determined in his endogenous growth framework,158

Lucas (1990) reconfirmed the Chamley–Judd proposition. By considering both159

endogenous human-capital accumulation and labor search distortions, our paper160

overturns the Chamley–Judd proposition even under efficient bargains.161
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Our results suggest that while endogenous human-capital accumulation, labor162

search frictions and costly vacancy creation are crucial for tax incidence to fea-163

ture a positive optimal capital tax rate in the long run, the presence of labor-leisure164

trade-off, the form of human-capital accumulation and endogenous growth alone165

is not. The main takeaway of our paper is that, to achieve the highest social166

welfare, a proper tax reform must take into account labor-market frictions and167

when such frictions are substantial, fully replacing capital with labor income tax-168

ation can be welfare-retarding. This finding is still robust along the transition with169

time-varying factor tax rates.170

Related Literature. Our paper is related to the discrete-time, real-business-171

cycle (RBC) search literature pioneered by Merz (1995) and Andolfatto (1996). In172

contrast with theirs, our model considers sustained economic growth with endoge-173

nous human-capital accumulation. Previously, Laing, Palivos and Wang (1995)174

incorporated human-capital-based endogenous growth into the Mortensen–175

Pissarides search framework, whereas Chen, Chen and Wang (2011) introduced176

human-capital growth into the Andolfatto–Merz RBC search framework using a177

pseudo-central planning setup. We follow the latter strategy, allowing comprehen-178

sive labor-leisure-learning-search trade-offs. Differing from their work, our paper179

performs tax incidence analysis in a fully decentralized setup with a more general180

human-capital accumulation process.181

Over the past two decades, several studies have investigated the long-run182

growth effects of factor taxes, including King and Rebelo (1990), Stokey and183

Rebelo (1995), Bond, Wang and Yip (1996), and Mino (1996), under perfectly184

competitive setups without externalities. This literature has been extended to185

incorporate positive externalities, productive public capital or market imperfec-186

tions, such as Guo and Lansing (1999) and Chen (2007). This strand of the187

literature, however, focuses exclusively on long-run growth or welfare effects of188

factor taxation rather than on factor tax incidence.189

The closely related literature was initiated by Lucas (1990) who reexamined the190

Chamley–Judd proposition of tax incidence in a human-capital-based endogenous191

growth framework.2 His primary conclusion was that the government should not192

tax either physical or human capital but rather tax raw labor only. This Lucasian193

policy recommendation was reconfirmed by Jones, Manuelli and Rossi (1993)194

in which only investment goods enter physical and human-capital accumulation195

(i.e., there is no trade-off between education time and work hours). Even in a more196

general setup by Jones, Manuelli and Rossi (1997) that allowed both investment197

goods and education time to enter human-capital accumulation, the Lucasian pol-198

icy recommendation still remains valid under constant-returns technologies in the199

absence of an alternative tax on consumption.200

It is noted that the Chamley–Judd proposition can be overturned under some201

circumstances. In an infinite-horizon endogenous growth model with human-202

capital formation, Chen and Lu (2013) showed that a positive long-run capital203

tax is optimal if raw labor and learning-based human capital are inseparable so204
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that they cannot be taxed separately. Lu and Chen (2005) obtained a positive long-205

run capital tax in the model of Chamley (1986) without human capital when the206

government expenditure is maintained at a fixed proportion of output so that the207

social marginal product of capital is below its private counterpart (thus requiring208

a tax to correct this distortion). Reis (2011) found that capital income taxation is209

positive when there are two types of labor: production labor and entrepreneurial210

labor. Lansing (1999) and Straub and Werning (2014) both considered the Judd211

(1985) framework where workers are hand to mouth without saving. A positive212

optimal capital tax is found when the intertemporal elasticity of substitution is213

one (log linear) or below one. Since our setup is of the Chamley (1986) type with214

a representative household, it is more appropriate to compare our results with215

the findings in Straub and Werning who also consider Chamley’s framework. In216

particular, Straub and Werning showed that when capital taxation is subject to217

an upper bound, the optimal capital tax rate is positive. In our paper, a positive218

optimal capital tax rate is obtained without any of such bound.219

The role of search frictions played in tax incidence has been examined by220

Domeij (2005). In the presence of labor search distortions but the absence221

of human-capital accumulation, Domeij (2005) applied the neoclassical growth222

framework to study the Ramsey taxation with the government being constrained223

to flat capital and labor income taxes. He showed that the result of zero capi-224

tal taxation in the long run is not robust to the introduction of search frictions if225

Hosios’ rule is not met and thus the wage bargaining is not efficient. Our quan-226

titative results suggest that, even when Hosios’ rule is met, the optimal capital227

tax rate is positive as long as human capital is endogenously accumulation and228

labor-market frictions are present.229

In the present paper, we follow the lead of Lucas (1990) to revisit the tax230

incidence issue under an endogenous growth setting with endogenous accumu-231

lation of human capital. Our departure is to consider labor-market frictions.232

However, when we allow for interplays between the firm’s creation of vacancies233

and the household’s decision on employment versus unemployment (referred to234

as the vacancy creation-market participation effect) in the presence of endogenous235

human-capital accumulation, we find that the Chamley–Judd–Lucas proposi-236

tion may now fail even under efficient bargains and even without imposing237

inseparability between human capital and raw labor and without assuming a238

government spending distortion. Our proposed new channel is of particular sig-239

nificance not only because of the prevalence of labor-market frictions in the real240

world but also because of the robustness of our conclusion to various alternative241

settings.242

2. THE MODEL243

We consider a discrete-time model with a continuum of identical infinitely-244

lived large firms (of measure one), a continuum of identical infinitely-lived large245

households (of measure one) and a fiscal authority determining the factor tax mix.246
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The adoption of the large household setup is to ease unnecessary complex-247

ity involved in tracking the distribution of the employed and the unemployed,248

so as to eliminate the possibility of an endogenous distribution of human- and249

physical-capital stocks as a result of idiosyncratic search and matching risk in250

the frictional labor market. The large household consists of a continuum of mem-251

bers (of measure one), who are either (i) employed, by engaging in production or252

on-the-job learning activity, or (ii) nonemployed, by engaging in job seeking or253

leisure activity. We assume that households own both productive factors, capital254

and labor.255

While the goods market is Walrasian and the capital market is perfect, the256

labor market exhibits search and matching frictions. In particular, a firm can257

create and maintain (multiple) vacancies only upon paying a vacancy creation258

and maintenance cost in the form of labor inputs. The household’s (endoge-259

nously determined) search activity is also costly with a foregone earning cost.260

Unfilled vacancies and active job seekers are brought together through a Diamond261

(1982b) type matching technology, where each vacancy can be filled by exactly262

one searching worker. In our model, the flow matching rates (job finding and263

employee recruitment rates) are both endogenous, depending on the masses of264

both matching parties. In every period, filled vacancies and employed workers265

are separated at an exogenous rate.266

The benevolent fiscal authority’s behavior is simple: it taxes factor incomes at267

flat rates to finance direct transfers to households and unemployment compen-268

sation, given labor-market frictions. The optimal factor tax mix is to maximize269

social welfare by maintaining a periodically balanced budget.270

2.1. Households271

The economy is populated with a continuum of large households of mass one,272

each consisting of a continuum of members of unit mass. Within each group,273

household members are identical; moreover, the “household head” pulls all274

resources for each member to achieve the same enjoyment. This assumption is275

common in the unitary household literature, which is made to avoid the difficulty276

from keeping track within-household distribution over time.277

In addition to the labor endowment and human capital ht, households are278

assumed to own the entire stock of physical capital kt, where the initial stocks279

of human and physical capital are given by, h0 > 0 and k0 > 0. A representative280

large household with a unified preference pools all resources and enjoyment from281

its members. In period t, a fraction nt of the members are employed and 1 − nt282

are nonemployed. In this setup, the unemployment rate is simply ut = 1 − nt. The283

allocation of labor is delineated in Figure 1.284

Since job matches are not instantaneous, the level of employment from the285

household’s perspective is given by the following birth-death process,286

nt+1 = (1 −ψ)nt +µt(1 − nt) (1)
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n (employed)

1-n (nonemployed)

n (work)

(1- ) n (learning)

FIGURE 1. Labor allocation by households.

where ψ denotes the (exogenous) job separation rate and µt is the (endogenous)287

job finding rate. That is, the change in employment (nt+1 − nt) is equal to the288

inflow of workers into the employment pool (µt(1 − nt)) net of the outflow as a289

result of separation (ψnt).290

We consider a general human-capital accumulation technology proposed by291

Bond, Wang and Yip (1996) in which the production of incremental human capital292

requires both human- and physical-capital inputs. Denote the fraction of physical293

capital devoted to goods production as st and that to human-capital accumulation294

as 1 − st. The aggregate human capital of the household can thus be accumulated295

via learning by the employed and inputs of the market good—physical capital:296

ht+1 − ht = Dnt(1 − ℓt)ht + D̃[(1 − st)kt]
γ [nt(1 − ℓt)ht]

1−γ (2)

where h0 > 0 is exogenously given, γ ∈ (0, 1), D> 0 and D̃ ≥ 0. When D̃ = 0 (and297

s = 1), human-capital accumulation is independent of market goods. This lin-298

ear human-capital evolution process resembles that proposed by Lucas (1988): it299

reduces to the Lucasian setup when nt = 1. Since the accumulation of human cap-300

ital depends on the employment rate nt, it gives the flavor of on-the-job learning.301

The above setup implies that the unemployed cannot accumulate human capital,302

or, more generally, their human-capital accumulation is completely offset by their303

human-capital depreciation.3 In general, D̃> 0 and the accumulation of human304

capital requires inputs of market goods. The functional form given above implies305

that physical capital is not necessary for human-capital accumulation as long as306

D> 0. We follow Lucas (1990) assuming that education or learning activities are307

completely tax-exempt.308

Denote the effective wage and the capital rental rates by wt and rt, respectively.309

The labor and capital income tax rates are constant over time, denoted by τ Lt310

and τKt , respectively. Let ct be household consumption and δk be the physical-311

capital depreciation rate. In addition, denote the replacement ratio by b̄t,the per312

household lump-sum profit distribution by π t (to be specified below) and the per313

household lump-sum transfer from the government by Tt.
4 The household faces314

the following budget constraint:315

kt+1 = (1 − τ Lt )wtht

[
ntℓt + (1−nt)b̄t

]
+ [(1−δk)+ (1−τKt )rtst]kt − ct + π t + Tt

(3)
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That is, the household allocates the total wage from employed members, total316

unemployment compensations from unemployed members, total rentals from317

market capital devoted to production (stkt), total profits and total transfers, to318

consumption and gross investment.319

Let ρ > 0 be the subjective rate of time preference. The representative house-320

hold’s preference takes a standard time-additive form:321

�=

∞∑

t=0

(
1

1 + ρ

)t

Ũ (ct, nt)

The periodic utility function is given by322

Ũ (ct, nt) = U (ct)+ (1 − nt) m̃G(z)323

= U (ct)+ m (1 − nt)324

where m ≡ m̃G(z), m̃> 0 measures the large household’s utility weight toward325

valuing unemployed members’ leisure, and G is a function of individual leisure326

time z facing each unemployed, taking a standard form with constant elasticity327

of intertemporal substitution ǫ ∈ (0, 1): G(z) = z1−ǫ−1

1−ǫ−1 (e.g., see Andolfatto (1996)328

and many others in the macro labor literature). In this setup, what is emphasized329

is the extensive margin: the unemployment takes more leisure than the employed.330

For simplicity, we ignore the intensive margin, viewing z as exogenous, so m is331

a constant that is irrelevant for household’s optimization.5 In this way, the large332

household’s leisure is endogenous purely due to the extensive margin related to333

endogenous labor participation. It is noteworthy that with ǫ ∈ (0, 1), G(z)< 0 and334

hence we expect to have m< 0.335

Let H= (kt, ht, nt) denote the vector of current period state variables and H′336

denote that of the next period state variables. Then, the household’s optimization337

problem can be expressed in a Bellman equation form as:338

�(kt, ht, nt) = max
ct , ℓt , st

U (ct)+ m (1 − nt)+
1

1 + ρ
�(kt+1, ht+1, nt+1) (4)

subject to constraints (1), (2), and (3).339

Define conveniently effective capital–labor ratios in the nonmarket and market340

sectors as qH
t =

(1 − st)kt

nt(1 − ℓt)ht

and qF
t =

stkt

ntℓtht

, respectively. Then the household’s341

optimizing decisions can be summarized as follows:6342

LEMMA 1 (Household’s Optimization). The representative large house-343

hold’s optimization satisfies the following first-order conditions (with respect to344

{ct, ℓt, st}),345

Uc =
1

1 + ρ
�k(H′) (5)346

�k(H′)(1 − τ Lt )wt = �h(H′)
[
D + D̃(1 − γ )

(
qH

t

)γ ]
(6)347

�k(H′)(1 − τKt )rt = �h(H′)D̃γ
(
qH

t

)γ−1
(7)348
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together with the respective Benveniste–Scheinkman conditions (associated with349

{kt, ht, nt}):350

�k(H) =
1

1 + ρ
�k(H′)[(1 − δk)+ (1 − τKt

)rt] (8)351

�h(H) =
1

1+ρ
(�k(H′)(1-τLt

)wt[ntℓt+(1-nt)b̄t]+�h(H′){1+nt(1-ℓt)[D+D̃(1-γ )
(

qH
t

)γ
]})352

(9)353

�n(H) = -m+
�k(H′)(1-τLt

)wtht(ℓt-b̄t)+�h(H′)(1-ℓt)ht[D+D̃(1-γ )
(
qH

t

)γ
]+�n(H′)(1-ψ-µt)

1+ρ
354

(10)355

From (6) and (7), we can solve the nonmarket effective capital–labor ratio qH356

as a function of the after-tax wage-rental ratio alone:357

(
qH

t

)1−γ [
D + D̃(1 − γ )

(
qH

t

)γ ]
= D̃γ

(1 − τ Lt )wt

(1 − τKt )rt

(11)

This positive relationship may be thought of as the relative factor input schedule358

to nonmarket activity: the higher the after-tax wage-rental ratio is, the greater359

the nonmarket effective capital–labor ratio will be. How sensitive the nonmarket360

effective capital–labor ratio qH
t

is to changes in the after-tax wage-rental ratio361

depends on technology parameter D̃.362

2.2. Firms363

The economy is populated by a continuum of large firms of mass one, each cre-364

ating and maintaining multiple job vacancies. A representative firm produces a365

single final good yt by renting capital kt from households and employing labor of366

mass nt under a constant-returns-to-scale Cobb–Douglas technology,367

yt = A (stkt)
α (ntℓtht)

1−α (12)

where A> 0 and α ∈ (0, 1).368

Denoting ηt as the (endogenous) recruitment rate and vt as (endogenous) vacan-369

cies created, we can specify the level of employment from the firm’s perspective370

as follows:371

nt+1 = (1 −ψ)nt + ηtvt (13)

where the change in employment is equal to the inflow of employees (ηtvt) net of372

the outflow (ψnt).373

To be consistent with a balanced-growth equilibrium, we assume that the374

unit cost of creating and maintaining a vacancy is proportional to the average375

firm output ȳt. This setup is natural—the more production the economy has, the376

more firms will compete for resources and the greater the vacancy creation cost377

will be. Moreover, it is parsimonious—the optimization is simple because ȳt is378

regarded as given to each individual firm. Furthermore, it is neutral—the base in379
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which vacancy costs grow is not biased toward one of the two production fac-380

tor inputs. Thus, the resource cost for vacancy creation and maintenance is given381

by 8(vt) = φȳtvt, where φ > 0. The level of employment is the only state vari-382

able in the representative firm’s optimization problem. Each unit of employment383

is augmented by the multiple of both work effort and human capital, xt = ℓtht.384

In this endogenous growth framework, both capital stocks grow unboundedly. To385

ensure the stationarity of the optimization problem (i.e., bounded firm value), we386

consider the firm’s flow profit π t = A(stkt)
α(ntxt)

1−α − wtntxt − rtstkt − φȳtvt in387

effective units by dividing it by the “effective productivity” (xt) of the state vari-388

able nt, where xt is taken as given by the representative firm (see Chen, Chen and389

Wang 2011). Given the discount rate Rt, the associated Bellman equation can then390

be written as391

Ŵ(nt) = max
vt , kt

{
A(stkt)

α(ntxt)
1−α − wtntxt − rtstkt − φȳtvt

}
/xt +

1

1 + Rt

Ŵ(nt+1)

(14)

subject to constraint (13).392

LEMMA 2 (Firm’s Optimization). The representative firm’s optimization393

satisfies the following first-order conditions (with respect to {vt, kt}) and the394

Benveniste–Scheinkman condition (associated with {nt}):395

η

1 + Rt

Ŵn(nt+1) = φA
(
qF

t

)α
nt (15)396

αA
(
qF

t

)α−1
= rt (16)397

Ŵn(nt) = (1 − α)A
(
qF

t

)α
− wt +

1 −ψ

1 + Rt

Ŵn (nt+1) (17)398

Moreover, in the interest of the owner’s of the firm, the discount rate is equal to399

the market rental rate, that is, Rt = rt.400

From (16), we can derive the market effective capital–labor ratio qF
t as a401

function of the capital rental rate alone:402

qF
t =

(
αA

rt

) 1
1−α

(18)

which is downward-sloping as expected.403

2.3. Labor Matching and Bargaining404

While the capital market is assumed to be perfect, the labor market exhibits search405

frictions. Following Diamond (1982), we assume pair-wise random matching in406

which the matching technology takes the following constant-returns form:407

Mt = B(1 − nt)
β (vt)

1−β (19)

where B> 0 measures the degree of matching efficacy and β ∈ (0, 1).408
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In our model economy, the household’s surplus accrued from a successful409

match is measured by its incremental value of supplying an additional worker410

(�n) whereas the firm’s surplus is measured by its incremental value of hiring411

an additional employee (Ŵnt ). The representative household and the represen-412

tative firm determine the effective wage rate through cooperative bargaining to413

maximize their joint surplus:414

max
wt

(�nt )
ζ (Ŵnt )

1−ζ

where ζ ∈ (0, 1) denotes the bargaining share to the household. In solving this415

wage bargaining problem, the household–firm pair treats matching rates (µt and416

ηt), the beginning-of-period level of employment (nt), and the market rental rate417

(rt) as given.7418

LEMMA 3 (Wage Bargain). The wage bargaining problem satisfies the419

following first-order condition:420

ζ

wt

(
wt

�nt

d�nt

dwt

)
=

1 − ζ

wt

(
−

wt

Ŵnt

dŴnt

dwt

)
(20)

With a frictional labor market and cooperative bargaining, firms will have none421

zero flow profit, which will be redistributed in a lump-sum fashion to households422

as given in (3).423

2.4. The Government424

The purpose of this paper is to study tax incidence in an economy with labor425

search frictions and costly vacancy creation. In order for better comparisons with426

the conventional tax incidence studies under canonical Walrasian settings, we427

regard the government as a pure tax authority, which cannot coordinate labor428

matching/wage bargain and cannot internalize the externality from vacancy cre-429

ation via {ȳt}. Moreover, as in the conventional tax incidence, the government430

revenues are tied to the preexisting distortionary taxes. That is, we are solving for431

a third best solution. The government’s objective is to maximize the social wel-432

fare under a balanced budget taking matching rates as given (i.e., regard matching433

rates {µ, η} as given). Its budget constraint is given by8434

Tt + wtht(1 − nt)b̄t = τ Ltwtht

[
ntℓt + (1 − nt)b̄

]
+ τKt rtstkt (21)

That is, the government receives wage and capital income taxes to spend on direct435

transfers to households and unemployment compensation. Of particular note is436

that the inclusion of transfers is to ensure that the government’s budget is balanced437

in the presence of preexisting factor taxes and unemployment compensation that438

fits the data observations.439

Since firms’ profits are redistributed to households, the social welfare is mea-440

sured simply by the household’s lifetime utility �. Thus, our tax incidence441

problem is to determine optimal factor tax schedules
(
τ ∗

Kt
, τ ∗

Lt

)
by evaluating442
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the long-run welfare outcome measured by �, subject to all the policy func-443

tions obtained from the household’s and the firm’s optimization problems, the444

bargaining problem, and the government’s budget constraint (21).445

3. EQUILIBRIUM446

A dynamic search equilibrium is a tuple of individual quantity variables, {ct, ℓt,447

vt, kt, ht, nt, yt, qt}
∞
t=0, a pair of aggregate quantities {Mt, Tt}

∞
t=0, a pair of matching448

rates {µt, ηt}
∞
t=0, and a pair of prices, {wt, rt}

∞
t=0, such that: (i) all households and449

firms optimize; (ii) human capital and employment evolution hold, (iii) labor-450

market matching and wage bargaining conditions are met; (iv) the government451

budget is balanced; and (v) the goods market clears. A BGP is a dynamic search452

equilibrium along which consumption, physical and human capital, and output453

all grow at positive constant rates. In our model, both the market goods and the454

human-capital investment production technologies are homogeneous of degree455

one in reproducible factors (k and h). Thus, all endogenously growing quantities456

(c, k, h and y) must grow at a common rate, g, on a BGP, whereas employment457

(n), vacancies (v) and equilibrium matches (M) must all be stationary. Given the458

common growth property, we can divide all the perpetually growing variables459

by h to obtain stationary ratios, k
h
, c

h
, and

y

h
, where the latter two ratios measure460

effective consumption and effective output, respectively.461

Along a BGP, the labor market must satisfy the steady-state match-462

ing (Beveridge curve) relationships given by ψn =µ(1 − n) = ηv = B(1 − n)β463

(v)1−β . An additional condition to the previously defined employment evolution464

and labor-market matching equations, (1), (13) and (19), is to require the equilib-465

rium employment inflows from the household side (µ(1 − n)) to be equal to those466

from the firm side (ηv). The above relationships enable us to obtain:467

LEMMA 4 (Steady-State Matching). Under steady-state matching, the job468

finding rate (µ), the employee recruitment rate (η) and equilibrium vacancies469

(v) can all be solved as functions of employment (n) only:470

µ(n) =
ψn

1 − n
(22)

η(n) = B
1

1−β µ(n)
−β
1−β (23)

v(n) = B
−1

1−β µ(n)
β

1−β ψn (24)

While the job finding rate and equilibrium vacancies are positively related to471

equilibrium employment, the employee recruitment rate is negatively related to it.472

Accordingly, we can also derive the labor-market tightness measure (from the473

firm’s point of view), θ = v/(1 − n), as474

θ (n) =

[
µ(n)

B

] 1
1−β

(25)
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which is positively related to the job finding rate and hence equilibrium475

employment.476

In order to generate a BGP equilibrium, we must impose a logarithmic util-477

ity function: U(c) = ln c.9 Using the Judd (1985) framework without endogenous478

human capital or labor-market frictions, Lansing (1999) and Straub and Werning479

(2014) assume that capitalists save and workers do not save. Under a log linear480

utility, Lansing showed that the capital tax is nonzero, though such a finding is481

extended by Straub and Werning even when the intertemporal elasticity of substi-482

tution is below one. As we will see later, log utility is not a key driver of the result483

because in the absence of endogenous human capital or labor-market frictions,484

capital should not be taxed at optimum even under log utility.10485

Under this preference specification, households’ lifetime utility is always486

bounded along a BGP. Moreover, Ŵn(n′) and �n(H′) are constant along a BGP,487

whereas �k(H′) and �h(H′) are decreasing at rate g. Using (6), (8), and (9), in488

the Appendix (see online supplement) we derived a standard Keynes–Ramsey489

relationship governing consumption growth and an intertemporal optimization490

condition governing human-capital accumulation. Following the argument in491

Bond, Wang and Yip (1996), we assume throughout the paper the following492

condition to ensure nondegenerate balanced growth:493
494

Condition G. (Nondegenerate Growth) inf {r}>
δk+ρ

1−τK
.495

This condition basically limits the range of factor price frontier.11496

We can use human-capital evolution (2) to relate learning effort to the497

nonmarket effective capital–labor ratio, employment and the balanced-growth498

rate:499

1 − ℓ=
g

n
[
D + D̃

(
qH

)γ ] (26)

Further define unit wage income as Sw = (1 − τ L)
[
1 + (1−n)b̄

nℓ

]
and unit rental500

income as Sr =
[
(1 − τK)r −

g+δk

s

]
. From the definition of π and (16), we have501

derived the flow profit redistribution to each household in effective units in the502

Appendix (see online supplement). Moreover, from (3), the definition of qF and503

the flow profit redistribution given above, we have derived effective consumption504

along a BGP as follows.505

To solve the wage bargaining problem, we first note that the household–firm506

pair in the bargaining game must take {µ, η, n, r} as given. From (18), qF must507

also be regarded as predetermined. Using (11) and the intertemporal optimiza-508

tion condition governing human-capital accumulation in the Appendix (see online509

supplement), we can express both the nonmarket effective capital–labor ratio and510

the balanced-growth rate as increasing functions of the bargained wage only: qH =511

qH(w) and g = g(w). Intuitively, while it is clear that a higher wage and hence a512

higher wage-rental ratio (given r) leads to a higher nonmarket effective capital-513

output ratio, the latter in turn raises the BGP human-capital accumulation rate.514
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Combining the Keynes–Ramsey relationship in the Appendix (see online supple-515

ment) and (26) yields ℓ(w) = 1 −
(1−γ )g(w)

n

[
(1+ρ)g(w)+ρ

n+(1−n)b̄
− γD

]−1

.516

The bargained wage serves as an incentive to encourage households, on the one517

hand, to devote more effort to market activity, while, on the other hand, accumu-518

lating more human capital. When the long-run human-capital accumulation effect519

dominates (as it will in the calibrated economy), it is expected that an increase in520

the bargained wage will reduce work effort. By the definitions of qF and qH , we521

have:522

qF

qH(w)
=

s

1 − s

1 − ℓ(w)

ℓ(w)
(27)

which can then be used to derive s = s(w) as a decreasing function of the bar-523

gained wage. Intuitively, a higher bargained wage raises the learning effort (1 − ℓ)524

and, by capital–labor complementarity, results in a larger fraction of capital being525

devoted to human-capital accumulation (i.e., a higher 1 − s).526

Endowed with the functions qH(w), g(w), ℓ(w), and s(w) given above, we are527

now ready to determine the equilibrium wage. Substituting (5) and (7) into (10),528

we can write the household’s surplus accrued from a successful match as follows:529

�n =
1 + ρ

ρ +ψ +µt

[
(1 − τ Lt )(1 − b̄t)

wt

ct/ht

− m

]
(28)

where from (35) ct

ht
is increasing in wt but less than proportionally, implying that530

the household’s surplus is increasing in wt.531

It is informative to compute the wage discount that measures how much the532

bargained wage is below its competitive counterpart (i.e., the marginal product of533

labor, MPL):534

1t ≡
MPLt − wt

MPLt

= 1 −
wt

(1 − α)A
(
qF

t

)α (29)

Straightforward differentiation of the surplus accrued by each party leads535

to − wt

Ŵn

dŴn

dwt
= 1−1t

1t
and wt

�n

d�n

dwt
=

SrqF
t +(π t+Tt)/(ntℓtht)

Swwt+SrqF
t +(π t+Tt)/(nℓtht)

. While the former is536

decreasing in the wage discount1 and hence increasing in w, the latter is decreas-537

ing in w. Thus, we can manipulate (20) to obtain (in the Appendix (see online538

supplement):539

LEMMA 5 (Wage Determination). The bargained wage is characterized by540

MBw=
ζ

wt−m
(Swwt+SrqF

t )ntℓt+(π t+Tt)/hv

(1−τLt )(1−b̄t)

Srq
F
t ntℓt+

π t+Tt

ht(
Swwt+SrqF

t

)
ntℓt+

π t+Tt

ht

=
1−ζ

(1−α)A
(
qF

t

)α
−wt

=MCw

(30)

where MBw is decreasing but MCw is increasing in w.541

The determination of bargained wage is illustrated in the top panel of Figure 2,542

when the marginal benefit from the household’s point of view (MBw) equals the543
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FIGURE 2. Effects of factor taxes on wage bargaining: higher τK or τ L.

marginal cost from the firm’s point of view (MCw). We are now prepared to char-544

acterize the effects of factor taxes on bargained wages, given
{
µt, ηt, nt, rt

}
and545

hence the effective capital–labor ratio qF
t (refer to (18)).546

An increase in τKt has a direct negative effect via the after-tax rental on the unit547

rental income (Sr), which decreases the household’s marginal benefit and leads to548

a downward shift in the MBw locus.12 There is also an indirect effect via the labor-549

leisure trade-off (which would have vanished if m = 0), which tends to shift the550

MBw locus upward (recall that m< 0). Similarly, there are two direct effects via551

the after-tax wage of higher labor taxation τ Lt : one is to reduce Sw and thus shift552

the MBw locus up and another is to suppress MBw via the extensive margin of553

leisure. The indirect effect via leisure is generally ambiguous (one via Sw and554

another via the net opportunity cost of staying unemployed, (1 − τ Lt )(1 − b̄t)).555

Since qF
t is taken as given for a particular value of rt, it is clear that the MCw locus556

will not respond to changes in factor tax rates. As a result, the marginal benefit557

from the household’s point of view is decreasing in the capital tax rate, whereas558

it is increasing in the labor tax rate when the marginal valuation of leisure is559

sufficiently low (such that the magnitude of m is sufficiently small).560
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Moreover, by similar arguments, we can show that the marginal benefit from561

the household’s point of view is increasing in employment when the marginal562

valuation of leisure is sufficiently low. We arrive at:563

PROPOSITION 1 (Wage Offer). There is a unique bargained wage564

w
(
nt; τKt , τ Lt

)
solving (30), which possesses the following properties:565

(i) it is decreasing in the capital tax rate (τKt
) unambiguously, but increasing in the566

labor tax rate (τ Lt
) if the marginal valuation of leisure is sufficiently low;567

(ii) it is increasing in employment (nt) if the marginal valuation of leisure is sufficiently568

low (m sufficiently small in magnitude).569

Intuitively, a higher capital tax discourages capital accumulation, thus lowering570

the MPL and the bargained wage. On the contrary, a higher labor tax discourages571

household’s participation in the labor market, thereby requiring a high wage to572

induce the participation. We can also plot the relationship between the wage dis-573

count and the wage rate, which is downward-sloping based on the expression in574

(29) above (see the bottom panel of Figure 2).575

Once the bargained wage is determined (see w0 in Figure 2), we can then solve576

the associated wage discount using (29). Note that this wage discount schedule577

only depends on the market effective capital–labor ratio qF
t . From (11), (18),578

(27), and the Keynes–Ramsey relationship governing consumption growth, we579

can see that for each wt, the pretax real rental rate rt is increasing in the capital580

tax rate but decreasing in the labor tax rate as long as the labor cost share in the581

goods sector (1 − α) is sufficiently high:582
583

Condition LC. (Goods-Sector Labor Cost Share) 1 − α > supw584

{(1 − s(wt))s(wt)} .585

Under this (sufficient but not necessary) condition on labor cost shares, by raising586

the pre-tax real rental rate and hence reducing qF
t , an increase in τKt shifts the587

wage discount schedule down; on the contrary, an increase in τ Lt raises qF
t

and588

shifts the wage discount schedule up.589

We then obtain the following:590

PROPOSITION 2 (Wage Discount Function). Under Condition LC, the wage591

discount function possesses the following properties:592

(i) its schedule1(wt) is a decreasing function of the bargained wage (wt), shifting down593

in response to a higher capital tax rate (τKt
) and up in response to a higher labor594

tax rate (τ Lt
);595

(iii) its value 1t is increasing in the capital tax rate and decreasing in the labor tax rate596

when the bargained wage is sufficiently responsive to factor tax changes.597

In response to a higher capital tax, the bargained wage is lower, the pretax rental598

is higher and the wage discount schedule shifts downward. When the bargained599

wage is sufficiently responsive, the wage discount is higher. Similarly, with a600

sufficiently responsive bargained wage, the wage discount is lower in response to601
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a higher labor tax. Such negative relationships between the bargained wage and602

the wage discount are intuitive and natural, which are supported by our calibration603

analysis.604

Furthermore, we can manipulate (15), (16), (17), and (23) to obtain an605

expression that relates employment and capital rental to the wage rate:606

wt =
rtq

F
t

α

[
(1 − α)−

(rt +ψ)φ

η(nt)
nt

]
(31)

Using the capital rental function derived above r(gt; τKt, τ Lt ) and the wage607

function w
(
nt; τKt , τ Lt

)
given in Proposition 1, we can then express (31) as a608

relationship in (nt, gt). This relationship summarizes a firm’s efficiency condition609

that governs capital demand, labor demand and vacancy creation, with steady-610

state matching and bargained wage conditions embedded, which is referred to as611

the equilibrium firm efficiency (FE) relationship. Note that rtq
F
t is decreasing in612

rt whereas η(nt) is decreasing in nt, so the right-hand side of (31) is decreasing in613

both rt and nt.614

Moreover, we derive a standard Keynes–Ramsey relationship governing con-615

sumption growth and an intertemporal optimization condition governing human-616

capital accumulation as follows:617

g =
(1 − τK)r − δk − ρ

1 + ρ
(32)

618

ρ + (1 + ρ)g = [D + D̃(1 − γ )
(
qH

)γ
][n + (1 − n)b̄] (33)

From the definition of π and (16), we can derive the flow profit redistribution619

to each household in effective units as follows:620

π

h
= nℓ

{
A

(
qF

)α
[(1 − α) − φv] − w

}
(34)

From (3), the definition of qF and the flow profit redistribution given above, we621

can derive effective consumption along a BGP as622

c

h
=

(
Sww + Srq

F
)

nℓ+
π

h
+

T

h
623

=
{
A

(
qF

)α
[(1 − α) − φv] + Srq

F − (1 − Sw)w
}

nℓ+
T

h
(35)624

where T is regarded as given by individuals with its equilibrium value being625

pinned down by the government budget constraint (21).626

From (32), rt is increasing in gt, whereas from Proposition 1, wt is increas-627

ing in nt when the marginal valuation of leisure is sufficiently low. Thus, it is628

clear that the FE locus is downward sloping. Moreover, a higher tax on capi-629

tal income unambiguously raises the pretax capital rental and reduces the barged630

wage whereas a higher tax on labor income generates opposite effects. Thus, when631

the own price effect via the after-tax wage-rental ratio dominates, an increase in632

either tax rate shifts the FE locus downward (see Figure 3).633
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FIGURE 3. Growth effects of factor taxes.

Similarly, we can substitute the capital rental function r(gt; τKt , τ Lt ) and the634

wage function w
(
nt; τKt , τ Lt

)
into (11) and use it with the intertemporal optimiza-635

tion condition to obtain another balanced-growth relationship in (nt, gt), which is636

referred to as the optimized human-capital accumulation (HA) relationship. It is637

obvious that, with rt increasing in gt and wt increasing in nt, the HA locus is638

upward sloping. Recall that a higher capital tax or a lower labor tax increases the639

pre-tax capital rental and reduces the bargained wage. Notably, the intertempo-640

ral optimization condition governing human-capital accumulation indicates that641

factor taxes only affect this HA locus via the nonmarket effective capital–labor642

ratio qH
t that is an increasing function of the after-tax wage-rental ratio. Because643

an increase in the capital tax rate reduces the after-tax rental (1 − τKt )rt and an644

increase in the labor tax rate decreases the after-tax wage (1 − τ Lt )wt, it is easily645

seen that, when the own price effect dominates, a higher capital tax tends to raise646

qH
t whereas a higher labor tax tends to lower it. Thus, while a higher capital tax647

shifts the HA locus upward, a higher labor tax shifts the locus downward (see648

Figure 3). We should note that the nonmarket effective capital–labor ratio will649

not be responsive to changes in the after-tax wage-rental ratio when the technol-650

ogy parameter D̃ is small. This implies that the factor tax effects on the HA locus651

become negligible as D̃ becomes sufficiently small.652

To characterize the effects of factor income taxes on employment and growth,653

we further impose a condition on factor price responses:654

Condition FP. (Dominant Own Price Effects of Factor Taxes) Each factor price655

and after-tax factor price are more responsive to its own factor tax rate.656

From (11), it is clearly seen that Condition FP holds true if the technology657

parameter D̃ is sufficiently small.13 We then have:658

PROPOSITION 3 (Employment and Growth). Under Conditions LC and FP,659

the balanced-growth equilibrium possesses the following properties:660
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(i) an increase in either the capital tax rate (τK) or the labor tax rate (τ L) shifts the661

FE locus down, but an increase in the capital tax rate (τK ) shifts the HA locus up662

whereas an increase in the labor tax rate (τ L) shifts the HA locus down;663

(ii) when the technology parameter D̃ is sufficiently small such that the HAs locus is not664

too responsive to changes in the factor taxes, an increase in either factor tax reduces665

employment and growth.666

The results depicted in Figure 3 are under own price dominance (Condition667

FP) and sufficiently small D̃. Based on the discussion above, we can easily show668

that along the BGP, a higher capital tax induces physical capital to be allocated669

away from the market sector (thus decreasing the effective capital–labor ratio in670

the market sector), a higher labor tax encourages human capital to be allocated to671

nonmarket activity (thus lowering the effective capital–labor ratio in the nonmar-672

ket sector). Just how capital taxation may affect the effective capital–labor ratio673

in the nonmarket sector or how labor taxation may affect the effective capital–674

labor ratio in the market sector will depend on both factor substitution and other675

indirect effects, which cannot be pinned down analytically in a clear-cut manner.676

4. EFFICIENCY677

In this section, we turn to efficiency issues by considering a quasi-social planner’s678

problem where the central planner takes ȳt as given (as the vacancy-creation exter-679

nality is purely for providing unbiased support for endogenous growth, which is680

not present in the standard efficient bargain literature).681

The quasi-social planner can allocate consumption, labor, capital and vacancy682

under its budget constraint given by (21), as well as coordinate labor matching to683

achieve efficiency (in the second best sense due to its ignorance of the vacancy-684

creation externality). To save the space, we express the quasi-social planner’s685

problem and the first-order conditions in the Appendix (see online supplement).686

The main task here is to derive conditions for efficiency by setting the decen-687

tralized solution to be the same as the centralized solution. Recall that in order688

to generate a BGP equilibrium, we impose U(c) = ln c and, along a BGP, Ŵn(n′)689

and �n(H′) are constant whereas �k(H′) and �h(H′) are decreasing at rate g.690

We shall use these properties of the value functions in our analysis below. In par-691

ticular, as shown in the Appendix (see online supplement), we can combine the692

decentralized solution with the cooperative Nash wage bargain expression to yield693

an expression for a labor-leisure-consumption trade-off under the decentralized694

solution. Moreover, we also obtain counterpart of this labor-leisure-consumption695

trade-off under the centralized solution.696

Then, by comparing the decentralized and centralized solutions, in the697

Appendix (see online supplement), we can identify four conditions. Moreover,698

to ensure the labor-leisure-consumption trade-off under decentralization and cen-699

tralization to be identical, in the Appendix (see online supplement) we have700

established equivalence between the decentralized labor-leisure-consumption701
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trade-off and the counterpart of this labor-leisure-consumption trade-off under702

the centralized solution and obtained four conditions. We therefore arrive at:703

PROPOSITION 4 (Efficiency). By taking the vacancy creation externality704

(ȳt) as given in both decentralized and centralized problems, the decentralized705

dynamic search equilibrium along the BGP achieves second-best, solving the706

quasi-social planner problem, under the following conditions:707

(i) (discounting and valuation of capital) firms discount at the market rental rate (Rt =708

rt) and value capital in the same manner as the quasi-social planner (�k(H′) =709

3k(H′));710

(ii) (removal of distortionary factor taxes and subsidies) τKt
= τ Lt

= b̄t = 0;711

(iii) (efficient bargains) ζ = β;712

(iv) (efficient wage discount): wage discount is set at 1t =1∗
t =

(ρ+ψ+βµt)φntℓt

(1−α)ηt
.713

That is, the Hosios’ rule, based on labor-market matching and bargaining effi-714

ciency and equating matching elasticities to the respective bargaining shares ζ =715

β, is necessary but not sufficient for efficiency. With endogenous human-capital716

accumulation and endogenous labor-leisure-consumption trade-off atemporally717

and intertemporally, we need additional conditions to achieve efficiency. The effi-718

cient wage discount condition may be understood as follows. Intuitively, each firm719

sets a level of discount such that the bargaining outcome exactly balances the720

household’s incentives between working and consuming the fruit of wage pay-721

ment and taking the leisure by not participating in the labor market. In response722

to an increase in the vacancy creation cost (higher φ), it would thus require larger723

wage discount (higher 1∗) in order to compensate firms while maintaining work-724

ers indifferent. While better matching to workers (higher µ) requires greater wage725

discount to compensate firms, better matching to firms (higher η) have the oppo-726

site effects. Moreover, since a rising job separation rate (ψ) reduces firm’s surplus727

by more than household’s, it requires the wage discount to increase. We must728

note that in the case when the vacancy creation cost is zero φ = 0, or when the729

matching to firms is instantaneous η= ∞, then 1= 0 and Condition (iv) is not730

needed.731

Notably, both the first set of conditions regarding discounting and valuation732

of capital and the third entailing the Hosios’ rule are standard in the literature,733

which will be imposed throughout the remainder of the paper. Unfortunately, the734

second set of conditions involves removal of distortionary factor taxes and sub-735

sidies, which cannot be imposed in our analysis, because the tax incidence is the736

primary purpose of our paper. Specifically, in the tax incidence literature (e.g.,737

Judd 1985; Chamley 1986; Lucas 1990), it is standard to study what the optimal738

factor income tax mix is to finance a positive level of government expenditure.739

As a consequence, we shall not impose an efficient wage discount as it is a740

property derived in the absence of any preexisting distortionary factor taxes or741

subsidies. Thus, in the calibrated economy below, the optimality is more precisely742

referred to as to achieve the third best (by not correcting the vacancy creation743
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externality and by allowing for preexisting distortionary factor taxes and subsi-744

dies). We will establish quantitatively in Section 6 that, no matter whether Hosios’745

rule is met or not, it is optimal to tax capital.746

5. DYNAMIC TAXATION747

In this section, we examine dynamic taxation. Notably, a full analysis of Ramsey748

taxation requires managing not only the evolution of the state vector (kt, ht, nt, t)749

but also changes in household and firm values,�nt (kt, ht, nt, t) and Ŵnt (kt, ht, nt, t),750

as well as dynamic wage bargaining. The dynamic interactions are complicated,751

so a full analysis is next to impossible. To circumvent this problem, we focus752

on studying dynamic taxation under a BGP value of consumption with station-753

ary matching and stationary bargaining. More specifically, we consider dynamic754

paths of factor tax rates starting from their preexisting levels and asymptotically755

approaching to their optimal BGP levels (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L), while maintaining the replace-756

ment ratio at its preexisting level b̄t = b̄. We shall return to examining optimal757

replacement ratio in the extension section.758

While we will reconfirm numerically that such a simplification is innocuous,759

we would like to stress now that the benefit to consider this simplified structure760

is to isolate the long-run growth and matching effects via (g, n) from short-run761

transition analysis. In particular, when g and n are at their BGP levels, we can762

derive from (22), (23), (24), and (25) that µ, η, v, and θ are all constant. This763

enables us to study dynamic taxation in a parsimonious manner.764

In the Appendix (see online supplement), we show that both factor prices can765

be expressed as functions of the capital tax alone (independent of the labor tax766

rate and the replacement ratio):767

r(τKt) = [g(1 + ρ) + δk + ρ]/ (1 − τKt)768

w(τKt) = A
1

1−α (α/r(τKt))
α

1−α
[
1 − α− (r(τKt) +ψ)φn/η(n)

]
769

We further show that capital rental is increasing in the capital tax rate at an770

increasing rate (r′(τKt)> 0, r′′(τKt)> 0) and the after-tax capital rental is decreas-771

ing in the capital tax rate. As a result of factor substitution, effective wage is772

shown to be decreasing in the capital tax rate. When the direct production cost773

effect dominates the labor-market friction effect (the last term in the square774

bracket of the effective wage expression), effective wage is strictly concave in775

the capital tax rate. As shown in the Appendix (see online supplement), we can776

also utilize (18), (33), and (26) to obtain qF
t = qF(τKt), qH

t = qH(b̄t), and ℓt = ℓ(b̄t),777

with
∂qF

t

∂τKt
< 0,

∂qH
t

∂ b̄t
< 0 and ∂ℓt

∂ b̄t
< 0.778

Since the effective capital–labor ratio in the nonmarket sector is a function of779

the replacement ratio alone, equation (11) can be rewritten as780

b̄t = f (τKt, τ Lt) (36)
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This is referred to as an iso-replacement ratio (IR) locus. As shown in the781

Appendix (see online supplement), ∂ b̄t

∂τLt
> 0 and ∂ b̄t

∂τKt
> 0, so time-varying factor782

tax rates are negatively related along each IR locus. That is, to maintain a constant783

replacement ratio, there is a trade-off between the two required factor tax rates.784

Moreover, under the condition mentioned above, the IR locus is concave.785

Recall that the dynamic paths of factor tax rates satisfy: (i)
(
τK0

, τ L0

)
are786

at their preexisting levels; (ii) limt→∞ τKt = τ ∗
K and limt→∞ τ Lt = τ ∗

L; and (iii)787

(τKt, τ Lt) satisfy the IR locus with b̄t = b̄. We may thus express the two factor tax788

schedules as follows:789

τKt − τ ∗
K = AKe−aK (t)·t

790

τ Lt − τ ∗
L = −ALe−aL(t)·t

791

where Ai and ai are all positive for i = K, L, the initial tax rates are τK0
= τ ∗

K + AK792

and τ L0
= τ ∗

L − AL with (AK , AL) satisfying the IR locus, and the transition speeds793

are captured by (aK(t), aL(t)) which must satisfy the IR locus for all t.794

Define 2(b̄) =
(
qH(b̄)

)1−γ
[
D + D̃(1 − γ )

(
qH(b̄)

)γ ] g(1+ρ)+δk+ρ

D̃γ
. We show in795

the Appendix (see online supplement) that796

AL (AK)= −1 + τ ∗
L +

(ααA)
−1

1−α

[
g(1+ρ)+δk+ρ

1−τ∗
K−AK

] α
1−α

2(b̄)

1 − α− φn

η

[
g(1+ρ)+δk+ρ

1−τ∗
K−AK

+ψ

] (37)

which depends positively on AK when the capital income share is not too high797

such that α <min
{

1
2
, 1 −

ψφn

η

}
. Thus, the two initial tax rates are negatively798

related, which is easily understood because the IR locus is downward sloping.799

Moreover, the speed of labor taxation aL(t) is governed by800

ln
[
1 − τ ∗

L + AL (AK) e−aL(t)·t
]
= ln (ααA)

−1
1−α 2(b̄)

+
α

1 − α
ln

g(1 + ρ) + δk + ρ

1 − τ ∗
K − AKe−aK (t)·t

(38)

− ln

{
1 − α −

φn

η

[
g(1 + ρ) + δk + ρ

1 − τ ∗
K − AKe−aK (t)·t

+ψ

]}

By expressing aL(t) as a function of (aK(t), AK), it is straightforward to show that801
daL

daK
> 0. The effect of the gap between the initial and the asymptotic levels of the802

capital tax rate (AK) is, however, complicated. On the one hand, it affects the gap803

between the initial and the asymptotic levels of the labor tax rate (AL) as given804

in (37), which requires the speed of adjustment in the labor tax rate to be faster805

in order for convergence toward its long-run level. On the other hand, there is an806

opposite effect via the IR locus, thus leading to an ambiguous net effect.807

With the above characterization of the two factor tax schedules along the tran-808

sition, we are now ready to set up the steps toward welfare evaluation. To begin,809

we note from (2) that once g and n are at their BGP levels, the growth rate of810

ht is constant as well. We may thus focus on analyzing the transition of effective811
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consumption, ct

ht
, when evaluating welfare. To do so, we show in the Appendix812

(see online supplement) that the fraction of capital devoted to goods production813

can be written as a function of the capital tax rate and the replacement ratio:814

st = s(τKt, b̄). Moreover, we can express unit wage income and unit rental income815

as Swt = Sw(τ Lt, b̄) and Srt = Sr(τKt, b̄), and the effective lump-sum tax rebate as816
Tt

ht
(τKt, τ Lt, b̄). We may thus rewrite (35) as817

ct

ht

(τKt, τ Lt, b̄) =
{
A

[
qF(τKt)

]α
[(1 − α) − φv] + Sr(τKt, b̄)qF(τKt)818

−
[
1 − Sw(τ Lt, b̄)

]
w(τKt)

}
nℓ+

Tt

ht

(τKt, τ Lt, b̄)819

In the Appendix (see online supplement), we show that, when the effective lump-820

sum tax rebate effect is neglected, a higher labor tax rate suppresses effective821

consumption, whereas the capital tax rate also has a negative effect if its impact822

via the bargained wage rate is not too large.823

6. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS824

We now turn to calibrating our benchmark model. We then conduct comparative-825

static exercises quantitatively, particularly focusing on the balanced-growth826

effects of the two factor tax rates. We then perform tax incidence exercises and827

derive the optimal factor tax mix numerically. Finally, we perform sensitivity828

analysis to examine the robustness of our numerical results.829

6.1. Calibration830

We calibrate parameter values to match the U.S. quarterly data during the post-831

WWII period. We set the quarterly per capita real GDP growth rate to g = 0.45%832

and the quarterly depreciation rate of capital to 0.01 to match the annual per capita833

real GDP growth rate of 1.8% and the annual depreciation rate of capital in the834

range of 3–8%, respectively. With an annual time preference rate of 5%, we set835

our quarterly rate of time preference to 0.0125. The output elasticity of capital is836

set at the average capital income share α= 0.28. Based on the observation and837

the factor tax incidence exercises conducted by Judd (1985) and many others, we838

set the preexisting flat tax rates: τK = 0.2 and τ L = 0.2.14 The capital rental rate839

can then be calibrated by using (32): r = 0.03382, which implies a capital-output840

ratio k/y = α
r

= 8.279, close to the observed value. As argued by Kendrick (1976),841

human capital is as large as physical capital. We thus set the benchmark value of842

the physical to human-capital ratio at k/h = 1.843

The ratio of unemployment compensation to the market wage (b̄) in the bench-844

mark case is set to 0.42, in line with Shimer (2005) and Hall (2005). Also845

based on Shimer (2005), the monthly separation rate is given as 0.034 and the846

monthly job finding rate as 0.45. These enable us to compute the quarterly sep-847

aration rate ψ = 1 − (1 − 0.034)3 = 0.0986 and the quarterly job finding rate848
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µ= 1 − (1 − 0.45)3 = 0.8336. From the Beveridge curve, we can compute: n =849
µ

µ+ψ
= 0.8943. By following Shimer (2005) to normalize the vacancy-searching850

worker ratio ( v
u
) as one, we can utilize the Beveridge curve and (22) to calibrate851

η= B = 0.834 and use (24) to obtain v=
ψn

η
= 0.1057. Following Blanchard and852

Diamond (1990), we set the benchmark value of the worker elasticity of match-853

ing as β = 0.4. Because the Hosios’ rule is a necessary condition for efficient854

bargains, we impose ζ = β = 0.4.855

Next, we follow Andolfatto (1995), setting ǫ = 0.5. In Andolfatto, the marginal856

utility from leisure accrued by the unemployed is m̃ = 1.37. In addition, we can857

have a quick accounting of households’ time use to obtain a reasonable alloca-858

tion of time for work, learning and leisure at 20%, 8%, and 72%, respectively.859

These together with the calibrated value of n yield total units of time facing the860

large household N = nℓ+ n(1 − ℓ) + (1 − n)z = 3.167, equilibrium work effort861

ℓ= 0.725 and equilibrium leisure z = 21.5 (i.e., at the household level, the frac-862

tions of work, learning, and leisure time are nℓ
N

, n(1−ℓ)

N
and (1−n)z

N
, respectively,863

which match the respective targets).15 Thus, m = −1.37 · (21.5)−1 = −0.064.864

Moreover, from the definitions of qF and qH , we can write:865

qF =
sk

nℓh
=

s

0.8943 · 0.725
= qF(s)866

qH =
(1 − s) k

n (1 − ℓ) h
=

1 − s

0.8943 · 0.275
= qH(s)867

which can be substituted into (18) to yield:868

A(s) =
r

α
qF(s)1−α

While Sw = (1 − τ L)
[
1 + (1−n)b̄

nℓ

]
is a given number, Sr(s) =

[
(1 − τK)r −

g+δk

s

]
869

is a function of s alone. Since human-capital investment is expected to be more870

human-capital-intensive than goods production (i.e., γ < α = 0.28), we set the871

benchmark value of γ = 0.25.16 From (33) and (26), we have:872

D + D̃
(
qH(s)

)γ
=

g

n (1 − ℓ)
873

ρ + (1 + ρ)g = {γD + (1 − γ )[D + D̃
(
qH

)γ
]}[n + (1 − n)b̄]874

= {γD + (1 − γ )
g

n (1 − ℓ)
}[n + (1 − n)b̄]875

From the latter expression, we solve D(s), which can then be plugged into the876

former to derive D̃(s). These can then be substituted into (11) and (31) to obtain,877

respectively:878
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w(s) =
(1 − τK)r

(1 − τ L)γ D̃(s)

(
qH(s)

)1−γ [
D(s) + D̃(s)(1 − γ )

(
qH(s)

)γ ]

879

φ(s) =
η

(r +ψ)n

[
(1 − α)−

αw(s)

rqF(s)

]

By writing (21), (34), and (35), we now get, respectively,880

T

h
(s) = w

[
τ Lnℓ− (1 − τ L) (1 − n)b̄

]
+ τKrs

k

h
881

π

h
(s) = nℓ

{
A

(
qF(s)

)α
[(1 − α) − φv] − w(s)

}
882

c

h
(s) =

(
Sww(s) + Sr(s)qF(s)

)
nℓ+

π

h
(s) +

T

h
(s)883

The above expressions can then be substituted into (30) to compute s = 0.9981.884

Thus, in this calibrated economy, most of the physical-capital inputs are used885

for goods production. By plugging the calibrated value of s into the above func-886

tions of s, we can then compute: qF = 1.539, qH = 0.007908, A = 0.1648, D =887

0.01779, D̃ = 0.001715, φ = 3.631, T
h

= 0.01033, π
h

= 0.01588, and c
h
= 0.05977.888

Thus, the lump-sum government and firm profit redistributions and household889

consumption are about 8.6%, 12.3%, and 50.0%, respectively, in our bench-890

mark economy. We can further plug in the value of w into (29) to compute891

1= 0.7161.892

We summarize the observables, benchmark parameter values, and calibrated893

values of key endogenous variables in Table 1. To ensure the working of each894

channel discussed in the theory, we simulate the benchmark model to exam-895

ine quantitatively the effects of two factor tax rates (τK and τ L) on an array of896

endogenous variables of interest, including the balanced-growth rate (g), effec-897

tive consumption (c/h), the physical-human-capital ratio (k/h), effective output898

(y/h), employment (n), work effort (ℓ), the wage (w), the wage discount (1), the899

workers’ job finding rate (µ), the firms’ employee recruitment rate (η), and firms’900

vacancies (v). The results obtained based on the responses of these endogenous901

variables around the balanced-growth equilibrium to a 10% increase in each of902

the factor tax rates are reported in Table 2.903

In our calibrated economy, we can now quantify the effects of the two factor tax904

rates (τK and τ L) on the bargained wage and the wage discount in our calibrated905

economy. A higher capital tax is found to lower the bargained wage and to raise906

the wage discount slightly, whereas a higher labor tax raises the bargained (pre-907

tax) wage rate but lowers the wage discount. While both factor taxes discourage908

vacancy creation and suppress employment, the negative effects of capital taxa-909

tion are much stronger than those of labor taxation. In response to either capital910

or labor taxation, the market becomes tighter to workers (i.e., θ = v
u

is lower) and911

hence it is easier for firms to recruit but harder for workers to locate jobs. Either912
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TABLE 1. Benchmark parameter values and calibration

Benchmark parameters and observables

Per capita real economic growth rate g 0.0045

Physical capital’s depreciation rate δk 0.0100

Time preference rate ρ 0.0125

Tax rate on capital τK 0.2000

Tax rate on income τL 0.2000

Replacement ratio b 0.4200

Capital’s share α 0.2800

Physical capital–human capital ratio k/h 1.0000

Job separating rate ψ 0.0986

Job finding rate µ 0.8336

Vacancy-searching worker ratio v/u 1.0000

Labor searcher’s share in matching production β 0.4000

Parameter of human-capital accumulation γ 0.2500

Preference parameter of leisure ε 0.5000

Calibration

Coefficient of goods technology A 0.1648

Coefficient of matching technology B 0.8336

Capital-output ratio k/y 8.2790

Consumption–human capital ratio c/h 0.0598

Effective flow profit redistribution π/h 0.0159

Transfer–human capital ratio T/h 0.0103

Fraction of physical capital devoted to goods production s 0.9981

Effective capital–labor ratio in the nonmarket sector qH 0.0079

Effective capital–labor ratio in the market sector qF 1.5394

Coefficient of the cost of vacancy creation and management ϕ 3.6306

Coefficient of human-capital accumulation D 0.0178

Coefficient of human-capital accumulation D̃ 0.0017

Rate of return of capital r 0.0338

Fraction of time devoted to employment n 0.8943

Fraction of time devoted to work ℓ 0.7250

Leisure preference parameter augmented by the intensity of

leisure enjoyment

m −0.0640

Bargaining share to the household ζ 0.4000

Vacancy creation v 0.1057

Employee recruitment rate η 0.8336

Wage w 0.0380

Wage discount △ 0.7161

tax suppresses learning effort and the balanced-growth rate, as well as the after-913

tax capital rental rate and the after-tax effective wage rate. Since factor taxation914

has a stronger negative effect on the taxed factor, the physical-human-capital ratio915

falls in response to higher capital taxation, but rises in response to higher labor916

taxation. Our numerical results also suggest that a higher capital tax rate reduces917
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TABLE 2. Numerical results (τK = 20%, τ L = 20%)

Key Variables Benchmark τK increases τ L increases

g 0.004500 −0.020797 −0.008461

c/h 0.059771 0.008626 0.008231

k/h 1.000000 −0.357480 0.002187

y/h 0.120552 −0.103532 0.001378

s 0.998055 −0.000407 0.000616

n 0.894259 −0.008813 −0.001134

1 − n 0.105741 0.074383 0.009590

ℓ 0.725000 0.004200 0.001959

(1 − ℓ)n 0.245921 −0.019891 −0.006299

qH 0.007908 −0.129685 −0.309929

qF 1.539406 −0.353275 0.001979

r 0.033820 0.254361 −0.001425

(1 − τK)r 0.027056 −0.003501 −0.001425

w 0.038001 −0.101448 0.022356

(1 − τL)w 0.030401 −0.101448 −0.235506

1 0.716148 0.001002 −0.008648

µ 0.833625 −0.083196 −0.010724

η 0.833625 0.055464 0.007150

ν 0.105741 −0.064277 −0.008284

Note: Numbers reported are elasticities with respect to respective exogenous shift in tax rates.

g, per capita real economic growth rate; c/h, consumption–human capital ratio; k/h, physical capital–human

capital ratio; k/y, output–human capital ratio; s, fraction of physical capital devoted to goods production; n,

fraction of time devoted to employment; ℓ, fraction of time devoted to work; qH , effective capital–labor ratio

in the nonmarket sector; qF , effective capital–labor ratio in the market sector; r, rate of return of capital; 1,

wage discount; µ, job finding rate; η, employee recruitment rate; v, vacancy creation.

output and consumption more than proportionately than human capital, whereas918

labor taxation suppresses human capital more than proportionately than output.919

Furthermore, since factor taxation encourages a shift from market to tax-exempt920

nonmarket activity, it partly offsets the distortion on households’ incentives to921

accumulate human capital. This, together with a small calibrated value of the tech-922

nology parameter D̃, implies that the HA locus is not too responsive to changes in923

the factor taxes. On the contrary, either tax increase reduces firm efficiency, thus924

implying a sizable downward shift in the FE locus. Our numerical results suggest925

that capital taxation induces a larger shift in the FE locus. As a result, capital tax-926

ation causes a larger drop in employment and balanced growth compared to labor927

taxation.928

6.2. Factor Tax Incidence under Flat Taxes929

We are now prepared to conduct tax incidence analysis in our endogenously grow-930

ing economy. In particular, we change the composition of the two factor tax rates931

by keeping the government revenue unchanged.932
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FIGURE 4. Dynamic tax incidence results.

6.2.1. Benchmark. Under the preexisting rates (τK , τ L) = (20%, 20%), the effec-933

tive lump-sum tax is computed as (T/h)∗ = 0.0103. This benchmark value will be934

kept constant and the government budget constraint (21) will remain balanced in935

our revenue-neutral tax-incidence exercises.936

We next compute the social welfare measure along the BGP. Setting h0 = k0 =937

1, we can calculate the lifetime utility as follows:17938

�(τK , τ L) =
1 + ρ

ρ

[
ln(

c

h
(τK , τ L)) + m (1 − n(τK , τ L))+

1

ρ
ln(1 + g(τK , τ L))

]

(39)

where effective consumption is given by (35) with T/h = (T/h)∗. In short, social939

welfare is mainly driven by three endogenous variables: effective consumption940

( c
h
), leisure (1 − n) and the economy-wide balanced-growth rate (g), all of which941

depend on factor tax rates (τK , τ L).942

Figure 4 plots the tax incidence results. From Table 2, an increase in either the943

capital tax or the labor tax rate from its benchmark value of 20% leads to higher944

effective consumption as a result of a larger reduction in human capital. The effect945

of a shift from labor to capital taxation on effective consumption turns out to be946

hump-shaped and peaked at around τK = 20.57%. In contrast, a shift from labor947

to capital taxation always reduces growth. Moreover, there is an effect via leisure.948

Combining all together, we find that our welfare measure (the lifetime utility of949

a household) is hump-shaped and maximized at (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (16.11%, 24.09%).950
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That is, in the absence of other tax alternatives, the socially optimal factor tax951

mix requires a decrease in the capital tax rate in conjunction with an increase in952

the labor tax rate from their benchmark values. Such a tax reform will lead to a953

0.203% increase in economic growth and a 0.016% increase in welfare, which954

is a 0.039% increase in consumption equivalence. Moreover, one may ask how955

much the welfare loss is if one would set the capital tax rate at zero. Our quan-956

titative analysis suggests such a loss is in the order of 0.649% in consumption957

equivalence. Our finding that the optimal capital tax rate is significantly larger958

than zero is in contrast to the conventional tax incidence literature within both the959

exogenous and endogenous growth frameworks.960

Quantitative Result 1. For the tax incidence exercises in response to a shift961

from labor to capital taxation, effective consumption and welfare are both hump-962

shaped whereas economic growth and leisure are both decreasing. Under the963

benchmark parametrization, the optimal tax mix features a moderate shift from964

capital to labor taxation but the optimal capital tax rate is far above zero.965

It is important to understand the numerically dominant channel underlying966

this finding: the vacancy creation-market participation channel with endoge-967

nous human capital in a non-Walrasian economy with labor-market frictions.968

Specifically, if initially the capital tax rate is too low, then a higher tax on capi-969

tal income accompanied by a revenue-neutral reduction in the labor tax turns out970

to raise the (endogenous) wage discount and to encourage firms to create more971

vacancies. This in turn raises the (endogenous) job finding rate and hence induces972

workers to more actively participate in the labor market to seek employment.973

Because this leads to positive effects on employment and output growth under974

endogenous human-capital accumulation, a shift from a zero to a positive capital975

tax rate becomes welfare-improving, thereby yielding a policy recommendation976

different from that of Chamley-Judd-Lucas.977

It is noted that under the Chamley (1986) framework with a representative978

household, Straub and Werning (2014) showed that when capital taxation is not979

subject to an upper bound, the optimal capital tax rate is zero and that a positive980

optimal capital tax can be obtained when there is a bound. In contrast, we estab-981

lish a positive optimal capital tax rate without any of such bound. Admittedly, a982

full analysis of the quantitative effect would require incorporation of the Straub–983

Werning arguments to our model, which is by no means straightforward but984

certainly beyond the scope of the present paper.985

6.2.2. Sensitivity Analysis. While our preset parameters in the calibration exer-986

cises are all justified basically, some of the calibration criteria may be open to987

discussion. We therefore perform sensitivity analysis to check the robustness of988

our results. In particular, we consider the following alternatives:989

(i) We allow the worker elasticity of matching, β, to take alternative values used in990

the literature, including 0.235 (Hall 2005), 0.54 (Hall and Milgrom 2008), and 0.72991

(Shimer 2005).992
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(ii) We allow the leisure parameter, m (which is a combination of the preference parame-993

ter m̃ and the intensity of enjoyment G(z)), to be 50% below and above its benchmark994

value.995

(iii) We allow the labor-market tightness, θ = v/(1 − n), the ratio of the unemploy-996

ment compensation to the market wage, b̄, and the capital share of human-capital997

accumulation, γ , to be 10% below and above their respective benchmark values.998

(iv) We allow the amount of physical capital to be half or twice as large as the amount of999

human capital, i.e., k/h = 0.5, 2.1000

(v) We allow the preexisting tax rates to take alternative values used in previous studies,1001

(τK , τ L) = (35%, 20%) (Judd 1987) and (τK , τ L) = (40%, 36%) (Lucas 1990).1002

The sensitivity analysis results are reported in Table 3.181003

When we recalibrate the model with different capital shares of human-capital1004

accumulation, or different physical-human-capital ratios, labor-market matching,1005

bargaining and human-capital accumulation are either unchanged or changed only1006

negligibly. Thus, the wage discount effect and the vacancy creation-market partic-1007

ipation channel are essentially identical to those in the benchmark case, thereby1008

leaving the factor tax incidence result largely unaffected.1009

When we vary the worker elasticity of matching to take alternative values β =1010

{0.235, 0.54, 0.72} used by Hall (2005), Hall and Milgrom (2008), and Shimer1011

(2005), respectively, the optimal capital tax rate ranges from 10% to 23%, all1012

significantly higher than zero. The higher the worker elasticity of matching is, the1013

more important workers contribute to labor-market matching. As a consequence,1014

labor taxation becomes more distortive and, eventually, when worker elasticity of1015

matching is above a threshold level (β about 0.56), the optimal tax mix features a1016

shift from labor to capital taxation.1017

Quantitative Result 2. Within a reasonable parameter range, the optimal tax mix1018

always features a shift from capital to labor taxation compared to the preexisting1019

tax rates and the optimal capital tax rate is always positive, regardless of the1020

relative magnitude of the bargaining share to the household (ζ ) to the lab or1021

share in matching production (β).1022

When the leisure parameter m is 50% above its benchmark value, the opti-1023

mal tax mix still features a shift from capital to labor taxation: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) =1024

(21.10%, 18.77%), but such a shift is much smaller than the benchmark case.1025

When the leisure parameter is 50% below its benchmark value, the optimal tax1026

mix becomes: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (9.34%, 30.47%), featuring a larger shift from capital1027

to labor taxation but still with a significantly positive tax on capital income.1028

Notably, when m is sufficiently large in magnitude, for example twice as large1029

as its benchmark value (m = −0.064 · 2 = −0.128), the direct effect of labor tax-1030

ation on leisure is so strong that the detrimental effect of a higher labor tax on the1031

marginal benefit of the household in a wage bargain is larger than that of a higher1032

capital tax. Due to its greater distortion on the wage discount, labor taxation1033

becomes more harmful to welfare and the optimal tax mix in this case turns out1034

to feature a shift from labor to capital taxation: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (25.01%, 14.03%).191035
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TABLE 3. Sensitivity analysis

Welfare gain in Welfare loss in

consumption consumption

τK∗ τL∗ (g∗ − g)/g (�∗ −�)/� equivalence equivalence if τK = 0

Benchmark 16.11 24.09 0.2025 0.0158 0.0389 0.6490

β = 0.235 10.12 30.28 1.0003 0.1166 0.2879 0.2881

β = ζ = 0.40 16.11 24.09 0.2025 0.0158 0.0389 0.6490

β = 0.54 19.62 20.40 0.0102 0.0001 0.0003 0.8985

β = 0.72 22.93 16.88 −0.0145 0.0077 0.0190 1.1525

m = −0.064 ∗ 0.5 (−0.032) 9.34 30.47 0.4542 0.0966 0.2367 0.1672

m = −0.064 ∗ 1.5 (-0.096) 21.10 18.77 −0.0652 0.0015 0.0037 1.3947

m = −0.064 ∗ 2 (-0.128) 25.01 14.03 −0.3255 0.0350 0.0876 2.4131

θ = 0.9 32.78 1.23 −0.9782 0.2617 0.6717 5.6679

θ = 1.1 2.25 35.00 0.7049 0.2927 0.7049 0.0109

b = 0.42 ∗ 0.9 (0.378) 16.21 24.04 0.2662 0.0148 0.0366 0.6497

b = 0.42 ∗ 1.1 (0.462) 16.03 24.12 0.1368 0.0166 0.0410 0.6511

γ = 0.25 ∗ 0.9 (0.225) 15.74 24.48 0.2176 0.0186 0.0459 0.6109

γ = 0.25 ∗ 1.1 (0.275) 16.44 23.75 0.1886 0.0134 0.0329 0.6857

k/h = 0.5 16.11 24.09 0.2025 0.0123 0.0389 0.6491

k/h = 2 16.11 24.09 0.2025 0.0220 0.0389 0.6490

τK = 35%, τL = 20% 34.97 20.04 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 N/A

τK = 40%, τL = 36% 42.75 32.08 −0.3308 0.0254 0.0552 N/A

Notes: Numbers reported are in percentage.

g, per capita real economic growth rate; �, household’s lifetime utility; β, labor searcher’s shar matching production; m, leisure preference parameter augmented by the intensity of leisure

enjoyment;θ , labor-market tightness; b̄, replacement ratio; γ , parameter of human-capital accumulation; k/h, ph capital–human capital ratio; τK , tax rate on capital income; τ L, tax rate on

labor income.
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When the labor-market tightness measure θ is 10% higher than its benchmark1036

value, the labor market is less tight to workers. As workers become less vul-1037

nerable to labor taxation, it is better to tax them. The optimal tax mix therefore1038

features a larger shift from capital to labor taxation: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (2.25%, 35.00%).1039

On the contrary, when θ is 10% lower, workers become more vulnerable to1040

labor taxation and the optimal tax mix turns out to feature a shift from labor1041

to capital taxation: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (32.78%, 1.23%). As one can see, when the labor-1042

market tightness measure is further away from its benchmark value, the optimal1043

tax mix will feature complete elimination of either capital taxation (with much1044

less tightness to workers) or labor taxation (with much greater tightness to1045

workers).1046

Our quantitative results are not too sensitive to either the unemployment1047

compensation-market wage ratio b̄ or the capital share of human-capital accu-1048

mulation γ . When b̄ is 10% higher, it is required that the government raises both1049

tax rates in order to maintain a balanced budget. Relatively speaking, however,1050

the overall distortion of τ L reduces because of better insurance provision against1051

the unemployment state. Therefore, the optimal tax mix becomes: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) =1052

(16.03%, 24.12%), which features a marginally larger shift from capital to labor1053

taxation. When γ is 10% higher, more capital is required for human-capital accu-1054

mulation. Since education/learning is fully tax-exempt, the overall distortion of1055

τK is lower. In this case, the optimal tax mix is: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (16.44%, 23.75%),1056

featuring a marginally smaller shift from capital to labor taxation.1057

Finally, when preexisting tax rates take the values used by Judd (1987) at1058

(τK , τ L) = (35%, 20%) with a much higher capital tax rate initially, the opti-1059

mal tax mix turns out to be very close to the preexisting mix: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) =1060

(34.97%, 20.04%), featuring a quantitatively negligible shift from capital to labor1061

taxation. When both of the preexisting tax rates take higher values (τK , τ L) =1062

(40%, 36%) as used by Lucas (1990), the optimal factor tax mix becomes:1063

(τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (42.75%, 32.08%), now featuring a small shift from labor to capital1064

taxation. In both cases, it is still optimal to tax capital as in the benchmark econ-1065

omy and in the latter case replacing labor by capital taxation actually enhances1066

welfare. Because the preexisting factor tax distortions are almost optimal, the1067

welfare gains from the respective tax reforms are very small.1068

6.3. Dynamic Tax Incidence1069

We turn next to calibrating the two factor tax schedules proposed in Section 5.1070

The initial tax rates are given at the preexisting levels (τK0
, τ L0

) = (20%, 20%),1071

which satisfy the IR locus with the replacement ratio b̄ fixed at 0.42. The long-1072

run asymptotic factor tax rates are given by their optimal values in the benchmark1073

case: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (16.11%, 24.09%). To ensure the robustness of our benchmark1074

results under flat taxes, we consider various transitional tax schemes:1075

(i) (Case 1) τKt
converges monotonically from 20% to 16.11%: τKt

= 0.1611 + 0.0389 ·1076

e−0.0637·t, τ Lt
= 0.2409 − 0.0409 · e−0.05931256·t;1077
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(ii) (Case 2) τKt
drops instantaneously from 20% to 10% and τ L1

jumps instanta-1078

neously from 20% to 28.69% and then converge monotonically to their optimal1079

values in the benchmark case: τKt
= 0.1611 − 0.0611 ∗ e−0.0728·t, τ Lt

= 0.2409 +1080

0.04598475 ∗ e−0.0821716·t;1081

(iii) (Case 3) τKt
drops instantaneously from 20% to 5% and τ L1

jumps instanta-1082

neously from 20% to 32.08% and then converge monotonically to their optimal1083

values in the benchmark case: τKt
= 0.1611 − 0.1111 ∗ e−0.0847·t, τ Lt

= 0.2409 +1084

0.07993234 ∗ e−0.097084646·t;1085

(iv) (Case 4) τKt
drops instantaneously from 20% to 0 and τ L1

jumps instanta-1086

neously from 20% to 35.02% and then converge monotonically to their optimal1087

values in the benchmark case: τKt
= 0.1611 − 0.1611 ∗ e−0.0922·t, τ Lt

= 0.2409 +1088

0.10934954 ∗ e−0.1067882·t.1089

(v) (Case 5) τKt
drops instantaneously from 20% to −10% (i.e., capital subsidy) and1090

τ L1
jumps instantaneously from 20% to 39.89% and then converge monotonically to1091

their optimal values in the benchmark case: τKt
= 0.1611 − 0.2611 ∗ e−0.1018·t, τ Lt

=1092

0.2409 + 0.15795212 ∗ e−0.11960536·t.1093

In all cases,
(
τ Lt , τKt

)
satisfy the IR locus. Moreover, we determine the converg-1094

ing speed such that the gap between the initial and the asymptotic levels of both1095

tax rates to be 1% of their respective long-run values in the 50th period.1096

To compare welfare along the transitional path with that in the BGP equilib-1097

rium, we denote c̃
h

as the BGP level of effective consumption and c
h
(τKt, τ Lt) as the1098

corresponding values along the transitional path. We approximate lifetime utility1099

up to the 50th period and use the following equation to derive the consumption1100

equivalence (CE) measure:1101

50∑

t=0

(
1

1 + ρ

)t
[

ln

[
(1 + CE)̃ c

h
c
h
(τKt, τ Lt)

]]
= 0

We compute the consumption equivalence in the five cases, which are:1102

(i) (Case 1) CE = 0.4385%;1103

(ii) (Case 2) CE = 0.4905%;1104

(iii) (Case 3) CE = 0.6385%;1105

(iv) (Case 4) CE = 0.7576%;1106

(v) (Case 5) CE = 0.9347%.1107

Thus, the highest welfare is reached when the capital tax rate is negative in period1108

1 (capital subsidy), gradually rising to the long-run optimal tax level.1109

Intuitively, the unemployment compensation is essential for the extensive mar-1110

gin of labor force decision, which is fixed in the transition. While the labor income1111

tax is crucial for both intratemporal work-learning effort trade-off and intertem-1112

poral human-capital accumulation, the capital income tax affects critically both1113

intratemporal physical-capital allocation and intertemporal physical-capital accu-1114

mulation. Our quantitative analysis suggests that, along the transition, the effect of1115

τKt on effective consumption is negative, whereas that of τ Lt is basically negligi-1116

ble. As a result, the detrimental effect of the capital tax outweighs that of the labor1117

tax. Therefore, the tax incidence of changing the mix of capital and labor taxes is1118
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in favor of taxing more heavily on labor income while subsidizing capital to min-1119

imize the harmful impact of capital taxation. This dynamic tax incidence result is1120

in contrary to that in Chamley (1986), wherein in early periods the government1121

raises revenues on existing capital as much as possible, while the government gen-1122

erates revenues only by taxing wage income in the long run. Nonetheless, even1123

in this best case scenario, the welfare gain compared to flat tax is modest, only1124

0.7576% in consumption equivalence.1125

7. EXTENSIONS1126

To better understand the key factors driving the main results, we now check1127

various setups, labeled as Models I–VI, that may potentially change the rela-1128

tive distortion of capital and labor taxes. The first is devoted to studying the1129

role played by endogenous leisure, whereas the second to understanding whether1130

zero capital taxation at optimum may still hold under the linear human-capital1131

setup proposed by Lucas (1990). In the next two exercises, we try to differenti-1132

ate the role between endogenous human capital and endogenous growth. We then1133

examine the importance of labor-market frictions by investigating the case of a1134

frictionless Walrasian economy, followed by the consideration of a third instru-1135

ment beyond factor taxation—the replacement ratio. Table 4 summarizes the main1136

tax incidence results.1137

7.1. Model I: Inelastic Leisure1138

In the benchmark model with endogenous labor-leisure choice, labor-related1139

decisions become more elastic, implying that the tax on labor income is more1140

distortionary than the case with inelastic leisure. While this labor participation1141

response is tied to the labor-leisure trade-off, just how important such a channel1142

is to the optimal tax mix outcome is a quantitative matter.1143

To check the robustness of our quantitative findings, we consider the case of1144

inelastic leisure with m = 0. By performing tax incidence analysis, we find that1145

the optimal tax mix (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) is now at (9.05%, 31.33%), featuring a sizable shift1146

from capital to labor taxation (though the optimal capital tax rate is still far above1147

zero). This suggests that, by removing the labor-leisure trade-off, taxing labor1148

becomes quantitatively much less harmful. In this case, a tax reform will lead to1149

a nonnegligible welfare gain of 0.20% (in consumption equivalence).1150

Quantitative Result 3. The optimal capital tax is positive even by removing the1151

labor-leisure trade-off. By removing such a trade-off, however, it is optimal to shift1152

more tax burden to labor income.1153

7.2. Model II: Linear Human-Capital Accumulation Function1154

In the benchmark case, we assume that human capital and physical capital are1155

both required for human-capital accumulation. Now we consider an alternative1156
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TABLE 4. Tax incidence analysis under various setups

Welfare loss

Welfare gain in consumption

in consumption equivalence

τK∗ τL∗ (g∗ − g)/g (�∗ −�)/� equivalence if τK = 0

Benchmark 16.11 24.09 0.2025 0.0158 0.0389 0.6490

I. Inelastic leisure 9.05 31.33 0.39929 0.0833 0.2049 0.1194

II. Linear HC 4.99 46.68 1.1434 0.5578 1.5407 0.3115

III. Exogenous HC 0.00 42.55 N/A 0.4809 1.1784 0.0000

IV. Exog g & endog HC 16.19 24.01 0.1987 0.0158 0.0389 0.6490

V. Walrasian 0.0 027.51 5.4285 4.5347 10.3581 0.0000

VI. Alterna Instrument 15.96 24.05 −0.0430 0.0179 0.0441 0.6793

Note: Numbers reported are in percentage.
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setup of human-capital formation where only human capital is used as an input1157

(the Lucasian human-capital formation). One can think of this as a special case of1158

(2) with D̃ = 0 and s = 1, that is,1159

ht+1 − ht = Dnt(1 − ℓt)ht

The modified optimization and BGP conditions are presented in the Appendix1160

(see online supplement). In this case, the calibrated value of D is fairly close1161

to the benchmark setup (D = 0.0182), whereas the calibrated bargaining share1162

to household parameter is moderately higher (ζ = 0.3254). Recall that human-1163

capital production is fully tax-exempt. When market goods (physical capital) are1164

no longer inputs to human-capital accumulation, the entirety of physical capital1165

must be subject to taxation. As a consequence, the overall distortion of τK rises1166

and the optimal tax mix now features a larger shift from capital to labor taxation:1167

(τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (4.99%, 46.68%), which generates a larger welfare gain of 1.5407%1168

(in consumption equivalence), compared to the benchmark case. Thus, elimina-1169

tion of the interactions between physical and human capital in the process of1170

human-capital accumulation tends to lower the distortion of labor taxation relative1171

to capital taxation. Nonetheless, the optimal tax mix still features a positive capital1172

tax rate even under this simple Lucasian form of human-capital accumulation.1173

Quantitative Result 4. Under a simple Lucasian form of human-capital accu-1174

mulation, the optimal capital tax is still positive but at a lower rate than in the1175

benchmark economy.1176

7.3. Model III: Exogenous Human Capital1177

We next differentiate the role between endogenous human capital and endoge-1178

nous growth. To begin, we consider the case of exgenous human capital, which1179

can be viewed as one capturing the case discussed in Domeij (2005) where the1180

Hosios’ rule is met. This is equivalent to setting ℓ= 1, s = 1, h = 1, and g = 0,1181

while eliminating the human-capital accumulation equation (2), the nonmarket1182

effective capital–labor ratio qH and the associated condition (11). By performing1183

tax incidence analysis, the optimal tax mix (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) is now at (0%, 42.55%). That1184

is, at optimum, capital taxation is fully replaced by labor taxation, indicating that1185

endogenous human capital is essential for obtaining a positive optimal capital tax1186

rate.1187

Quantitative Result 5. In a model with exogenous human capital, it is optimal to1188

fully eliminate capital taxation by taxing only labor income.1189

The essential role of endogenous human is readily understood. Without it,1190

search and matching frictions under Hosios’ rule is not enough to make labor tax-1191

ation more distortionary than capital taxation, as argued by Domeij (2005). With1192

endogenous human capital, we incorporate three additional quantitatively impor-1193

tant channels of labor tax distortion: one via the growth effect of human-capital1194

accumulation, the second via capital–labor reallocation in the education sector,1195
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and the third via the endogenous wage discount influenced by the interactions1196

between the vacancy creation-market participation channel and the human-capital1197

channel. These quantitatively over-turn the finding of full elimination of capital1198

taxation.1199

7.4. Model IV: Exogenous Growth with Endogenous Human Capital1200

We have learned from Quantitative Result 5 that endogenous human capital is1201

crucial for the positive optimal capital taxation finding. One may now inquire1202

whether endogenous growth is essential. This can be checked by fixing the growth1203

rate at a given benchmark value, g = 0.0045, when we conduct tax incidence exer-1204

cises. In this case, we still allow human capital to be endogenously accumulated.1205

We find that the optimal tax mix (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) is at (16.19%, 24.01%), featuring a shift1206

from capital to labor taxation with the optimal capital tax rate slightly above its1207

benchmark counterpart (16.11%). This result can be understood by examining1208

Figure 4 where capital taxation is more harmful for economic growth than labor1209

taxation; thus, by setting the growth rate at an exogenous level, one may tax capi-1210

tal more (though only marginally higher). In this case, a tax reform has a slightly1211

smaller welfare gain of 0.03889% (in consumption equivalence), compared to the1212

benchmark case. Nonetheless, our finding indicates that endogenous growth alone1213

is inconsequential for the optimal capital tax rate to be positive.1214

Quantitative Result 6. In an exogenous growth model with endogenous human-1215

capital accumulation, the optimal capital tax is positive and at a higher rate than1216

in the benchmark economy.1217

7.5. Model V: Walrasian Economy1218

To highlight the role played by labor-market frictions, we investigate the tax1219

incidence outcome in a frictionless Walrasian economy with full employment.1220

By construction, n = 1 and hence there is no labor-leisure trade-off (i.e., m(1 −1221

n) = 0). The modified optimization and BGP conditions are presented in the1222

Appendix (see online supplement). By comparing it with the optimal tax mix1223

result in our benchmark case, the role of labor-market frictions can be identified.1224

Specifically, we find that the optimal tax mix becomes: (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (0%, 27.51%),1225

which restores the Lucasian policy recommendation—the optimal tax mix in the1226

Lucas (1990) case is (τ ∗
K , τ ∗

L) = (0%, 46%) based on higher preexisting tax rates1227

(τK , τ L) = (40%, 36%). Thus, even in a human-capital-based endogenous growth1228

model, one should replace capital taxation fully by labor taxation if the labor1229

market is frictionless. This suggests that labor-market frictions are essential for1230

obtaining a different tax incidence conclusion from previous studies.1231

Quantitative Result 7. In a model with a Walrasian frictionless labor market, it1232

is optimal to fully eliminate capital taxation by taxing only labor income.1233
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7.6. Model VI: An Alternative Instrument1234

Thus far, our model only allows for two tax instruments, namely, capital and1235

labor income taxes. We turn now to adding a third instrument, namely the1236

replacement ratio while maintaining effective lump-sum transfer to households1237

as in the benchmark to ensure government revenue-neutral. We find an opti-1238

mal replacement ratio at b̄∗ = 0.577, which is 15.7 percentage points higher1239

than its benchmark value. The corresponding optimal capital and labor tax rates1240

are
(
τ ∗

K , τ ∗
L

)
= (15.96%, 24.05%). Thus, compared to the benchmark, a higher1241

replacement ratio at optimum does require a bit more labor but less capital tax to1242

finance. Even with the optimal replacement ratio as a third instrument, our main1243

conclusion is that the socially optimal factor tax mix requires a shift from the cap-1244

ital to the labor tax, though it is never optimal to completely eliminate the capital1245

tax.1246

7.7. Summary1247

The above exercises promote better understanding of the key drivers of the factor1248

tax incidence results. While endogenous human capital and labor market fric-1249

tions are essential for the conclusion of a positive optimal capital tax, endogenous1250

leisure, nonlinear human-capital accumulation and endogenous growth are not1251

crucial.1252

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS1253

In this paper, we have developed a human-capital-based endogenous growth1254

framework with labor-market search and matching frictions that permit individ-1255

uals to participate in the labor force voluntarily. By conducting tax incidence1256

exercises quantitatively, we have found that it is never optimal to set the cap-1257

ital tax rate to zero when both physical and human capital are used as inputs1258

of human-capital accumulation. We have also found that, in the benchmark case1259

with physical capital entering the human-capital accumulation process and with a1260

preexisting flat rate of 20% on both capital and labor income, a partial shift from1261

capital to labor taxation maximizes social welfare—this main finding is robust to1262

different parameterization as well as to alternative setups with inelastic leisure, or1263

with a Lucasian human-capital accumulation process that is independent of mar-1264

ket goods (physical capital), or with exogenous growth. The main drivers leading1265

to a positive optimal capital tax are endogenous human capital in conjunction1266

with frictional labor markets. Our results suggest that, in order to enhance social1267

welfare, a proper tax reform must take into account labor-market frictions. When1268

such frictions are substantial, fully replacing capital with labor income taxation1269

can be welfare-retarding. This main conclusion is robust even along the transition1270

and by considering optimal replacement ratio of unemployment compensation.1271

For future research along these lines, it is perhaps most interesting to incor-1272

porate a pecuniary vacancy creation cost that requires capital financing. In the1273
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presence of credit market frictions as a result of private information, such a financ-1274

ing constraint is anticipated to increase the capital tax distortion. On the contrary,1275

one may also extend the model to allow the separation rate to depend on on-the-1276

job learning effort (as in Mortensen 1988). Since the labor income tax discourages1277

on-the-job learning, it is anticipated that such a generalization may cause the labor1278

tax to be more distorted. Thus, both extensions call for a revisit of tax incidence1279

exercises: while the former may favor a shift from taxing capital to taxing labor1280

income, the latter may yield opposite policy outcomes.1281

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL1282

To view supplementary material for this article, please visit https://doi.org/10.1283

1017/S136510051900021X.1284

NOTES1285

1. Equivalently, the externality can be thought of as arising from one additional firm with a1286
vacancy which increases the probability that a job seeker will match with a firm but decreases the1287
probability that firms with vacancies already posted will match with a job seeker.1288

2. There is a recent strand in the literature on optimal taxation which does not incorporate human1289
capital, but instead considers nonlinear labor taxation, alternative nonfactor taxes, incentive problems1290
and/or political economy. Its focus is very different from ours.1291

3. See Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan (1993), and Laing, Palivos and Wang (2003) for a further1292
discussion of the human-capital depreciation of displaced workers. We could follow Chen, Chen and1293
Wang (2011) to consider a general setting of human-capital formation with the unemployed workers1294
allowed to accumulate human capital. While the analysis becomes much more complicated, our main1295
findings remain valid.1296

4. In line with the literature, we rule out double taxation assuming profit redistribution is tax-1297
exempt. Moreover, in the interest of factor tax incidence, we shall not add other types of taxes such as1298
consumption taxes, as such an addition would not cause major change in the relative advantage of the1299
factor taxes.1300

5. Although the setup of G(z) is not important in our theoretical analysis, it is crucial for calibrating1301
the value of leisure.1302

6. We note that the second-order conditions and the concavity property of the value functions for1303
the household’s and firm’s optimization are rather complex, which are relegated to the Appendix (see1304
online supplement).1305

7. Again, we relegate the second-order condition of the wage bargaining problem to the Appendix1306
(see online supplement).1307

8. In balanced-growth equilibrium to be defined below with constant factor tax rates, allowing for1308
debt financing would not make any difference, as this does not create a motive for a saving distortion.1309

9. Suppose the utility function takes a constant elasticity of intertemporal substitution form. It1310
can be easily verified that, should this elasticity be different from one, (10) would violate the BGP1311
requirements.1312

10. We suspect that a key assumption leading to a positive optimal capital tax is that workers are1313
hand to mouth without saving. This is because, in such a case, the detrimental effect of capital taxation1314
is dampened.1315

11. Since the wage herein is determined by cooperative bargaining, it is not easy to derive a clean1316
condition as in the Walrasian framework of Bond, Wang and Yip (1996).1317
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12. While the “simple tax structure” approach via elasticities of changes in income tax rates in mod-1318
els with heterogeneous agents (e.g., Saez 2001) provides a simple link between optimal tax formulas1319
and elasticities of earnings familiar to empirical studies, our model uses the approach that follows1320
from Judd (1985), Chamley (1986), and Lucas (1990). Our approach is standard in the study of the1321
optimal Ramsey tax in models with homogeneous agents.1322

13. All the conditions imposed (Conditions G, LC and FP) will be verified in our calibrated1323
benchmark economy.1324

14. In our quantitative analysis, we have targeted our model to the U.S. economy; we thus choose1325
the initial tax rates at (20%, 20%)which subsequently provides an effective government revenue based1326
on which our revenue-neutral tax incidence exercises are conducted. It should be noted that with-1327
out preexisting factor tax distortion, it remains best not to tax factor incomes, consistent with our1328
theoretical results presented in Proposition 5.1329

15. For detailed data documentation on labor and time allocation, the reader is referred to Chen,1330
Chen and Wang (2011).1331

16. For γ and other preset parameters, sensitivity analysis will be conducted to check the robustness1332
of our findings.1333

17. See the proof in Chen, Chen and Wang (2011) in a similar context of welfare computation.1334
18. In some cases, we do not report the welfare loss from setting τK = 0, because there is no τ L < 11335

to maintain revenue neutral.1336
19. We shall relegate the discussion of the inelastic leisure case (m = 0) to the next section.1337
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